
Penny Appeal creates branded orphan 
profiles rapidly for sponsor program

CASE STUDY

CHALLENGE
Speed up the process of creating consistent, 
personalized and branded profiles of orphans for 
sponsorship program.

With more and more orphans getting enrolled daily in the 
“OrphanKind” program of Penny Appeal, the backlog for creating 
their branded profiles was surmounting. The profiles help share 
the details & interests of the child and are necessary to pique 
the interest of sponsors—but creating them with photoshop is a 
time consuming & repetitive process. The client was looking for 
a solution to speed up profile creation while ensuring quality 
and consistency.

Penny Appeal is a global 
relief and development 
organization.

Penny Appeal aims to relieve hunger 
poverty, water poverty and give 
orphaned or destitute children 
access to education worldwide. 
Through their program, 
“OrphanKind”, donors get paired 
with a child, sponsor their meals, 
education & school uniforms and 
receive their annual updates.

Penny Appeal successfully transformed their 
cumbersome process of profile creation into a 
simple and robust flow powered by Hybrid 
Automation. The workflow leverages a mix of bots 
and our global Wrkforce to create personalized 
profiles of orphans, saving the client hours of 
labour, allowing them to keep up with the scale 
of operations and help more children in need. 
Penny Appeal is eager to streamline other 
processes using Wrk, creating even greater value, 
establishing cost efficiencies and enabling 
employees to focus on strategic initiatives.
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Ready to start your first Wrkflow? sales@wrk.com | 1.888.7130.WRK
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